Allen launches Nixon team...

by Dean Mayars
Observer Staff Reporter

Lloyd Allen, current chairman of the local Republican Party, opens the campaign today by announcing the establishment of a Nixon organization.

Allen, a former Republican state committeeman and two-time candidate for public office in the St. Joseph County area, announced the organization at a press conference today. Allen also announced that he had just resigned as the state chairman of the Democratic Party.

Allen said that Nixon was the only candidate that could save the country. He said that Nixon was the only candidate that could win the states of the South.

The organization, Allen said, will be divided into three areas: campaign organization, fund-raising, and voter registration.

Allen also announced that he had recruited many prominent Republicans to join the organization.

The organization will begin its work in earnest on Monday, Allen said.

...while some polls show McGovern gaining support

by Jack Rosenthal
(C) 1972 New York Times

Washington, Sept. 26—Two new political polls reported today that Sen. George McGovern, the Democratic presidential nominee, had narrowed the massive lead for President Nixon found in previous surveys. There were differences of opinion between the poll-takers, however, as to the significance of the findings.

The new survey, conducted by Louis Harris and Associates, reported a Nixon lead of 59 to 31, a 28-point spread. This compared with a Nixon lead of 63 to 29, reported earlier this month.

"Statistically," Harris said in an interview, "the change is significant. But politically, well, Nixon still has nearly a 2-to-1 lead.

The Harris survey findings were based on 1,668 interviews of likely voters in a leading social research concern. This found a 62-to-19 support for Nixon lead.

The McGovern findings, published earlier this month, showed that he had cut President Nixon's lead to 22 points.

The new McGovern survey findings were released at a news conference called by the New York Times and Time Magazine published the results of a 16-state survey conducted by Daniel Yankelovich, Inc., a leading social research concern. This found a 62-to-31 percent Nixon lead.

The McGovern spokesman did not explicitly take issue with the Times-Yankelovich survey, drawn from interviews conducted between Aug. 25 and Sept. 12. But Caddell said that "the public forgets" that polls taken three of four weeks ago "are a snapshot of that period," not of the present.

Observer sponsors ND chess tournament

Observer Chess Tournament
Name ________________________________
Address ________________________________
Phone ________________________________
Playing for prize __________ no
USFC Member __________ no
Rating __________

October 2-8
SMC sponsors British tour

by Maria Gallagher

St. Mary's Editor

A study tour covering England, Scotland, and Ireland will be held at SMC on September 26. The trip is open to all interested participants and is sponsored by the Alcoholism Council and the SMC. The tour, which will leave from New York on December 27 and return to South Bend on January 18, will visit London, Canterbury, Edinburgh, Durham, and Llandudno in Scotland, and Dublin, Wexford, Cork, and Limerick in Ireland.

Highlights of the tour include stops at Buckingham Palace, Westminster Abbey, Parliament, the Tower of London, the House of Parliament, the British Museum, the National Gallery, Hyde Park, the Tower of London, and Blarney Castle, Trinity College, and the Kennedy ancestral home in Ireland. New Year's Eve will be spent in Trafalgar Square. Several afternoons and evenings will be free for personal shopping and sightseeing.

Passage from England to Ireland will be via the Irish Sea to Dublin. Land transportation will be via motorcar or bus, depending on the size of the group. The tour will conclude with a "a medieval banquet at Bunratty Castle in 19th century style," according to the itinerary.

comprehensive fee

The cost of the tour is $600.00, which covers all expenses, including jet transportation via International Airlines; superior tourist class hotels with two or three in a room; three meals a day for the entire tour; admission fees to all points of interest; and all sea and motor transport.

Alcohol safety leader will speak today

The director of the Kansas City Alcohol Safety Action Project, Robert F. Boos, will be the principal speaker at a seminar planned by the Alcoholism Council, Inc. of St. Joseph County on Tuesday in the Center for Continuing Education at the University of Notre Dame. His talk will be at 10:45 a.m. Boos participated in the planning for the federally funded $2.2 million Kansas City project, one of the nation's most comprehensive alcohol-related automobile accidents, by identifying and controlling the problem drinking driver who represents only two per cent of the drivers on the road, but who is responsible for more than half the alcohol-related fatal automobile accidents.

A recipient of degrees from Michigan State University and University of Kansas, Boos has served as city manager in Laramie, Wyo.; and as assistant city manager in Las Vegas, Nev. and Waterloo, Iowa. He received a presidential appointment to the National Highway Safety Advisory Committee in 1967 and has served as lecturer of Principles of Public Administration at the University of Notre Dame.

The Notre Dame seminar will take place of the September meeting of the Alcoholism Council and is open to all interested parties. Sessions will begin at 10 a.m. and conclude at 4:30 p.m.

The tour is open to all students at St. Mary's College and the University of Notre Dame. One college credit is earned by participating in the trip and an additional credit may be earned by writing a paper.

deposit required

A $50.00 deposit is required to secure reservations. Final payment is due on or before December 1, 1972. In the event that the tour is over-subscribed, students will be accepted according to the date of their deposit.

Dr. Anthony Black, professor of history at St. Mary's, will escort the tour group through the British Isles. He emphasized that the tour will be flexible, and "no one will be forced to participate in any part of the tour that they don't want to." The average size for such groups, according to Black, is usually in the range of 12 persons, but may go as high as twenty.

An organizational meeting for anyone interested will be held on October 9 at 7:00 p.m. in Madelwe Hall (place to be specified later). Further information may be obtained by contacting Dr. Black at his office (4648) or home (772-1726).

THE UGLIEST WORDS IN COLLEGE

QUIZ FRIDAY

on the next six chapters

You average reading speed probably ranges between 150 and 300 words per minute. Graduates of the Reading Dynamics course read and study at least 3 to 6 times faster than that. And the average graduate of our course actually improves comprehension over 10 per cent.

Thousands of college students are Reading Dynamics graduates, including over 1,000 at Notre Dame, Indiana University, and Purdue. This is the same basic course that first received national recognition when President John F. Kennedy invited Evelyn Wood to the White House to teach her system to top level staff personnel. Recently, President Nixon's staff took the Reading Dynamics course.

The best way to find out about the remarkable Reading Dynamics course is to come to a free Mini-Lessens. All this only $1 a night. It's like to be able to read and study 3 to 6 times faster. You will see a short, enjoyable movie and have all your questions answered.

ATTEND

A Free Speed Reading Lesson

Increase your reading speed

50 to 100% on the spot.

TODAY & TOMORROW

6 and 8 pm

CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION

NOTRE DAME AVENUE

EVELYN WOOD

READING DYNAMICS
Catholics boycott Irish summit

by Bernard Weisrauh


The talks, in a heavily guarded hotel located outside this city in the north of England, focused on political tactics to calm the stricken province and the disparate party policies in Ulster.

But the absence of four of the seven political parties in Northern Ireland—including representatives of the Roman Catholic minority—sharply weakened, perhaps even doomed, the impact of the meeting.

"The whole community in the grip of fear, suspicion and misunderstanding," said a joint statement by two of the participating groups, the moderate Alliance party and the Northern Ireland Labor Party. "Many more must die, lose their jobs or homes before the four parties are prepared to sit down and talk."

William Whitelaw, Ulster's administrator, said after today's session: "It would obviously be more satisfying if all three parties had decided to come to the conference but the absence of four is an indication that, as a result of this conference there is discussion and dialogue on the future of Northern Ireland.

solution is discussion

"I have always believed that if you talk about a situation quietly and determinedly you can do nothing but good," he said. "If you don't discuss problems you never solve them, and this is what we're attempting to do."

At the same time the joint statement at the Europa Lodge Hotel, discussions centered on several basic political questions facing the province.

These ranged from the shape of the new regional assembly to replace the old Stormont Parliament— which Catholics rejected as unfair and one-sided—to the delicate problem of who controls Ulster's police and security.

Prime Minister Brian Faulkner, who heads the Unionist Party delegation at the talks, urged a return to a modified Stormont Parliament with control of the police and security in the hands of Ulster's Protestants. This was the rule from the formation of Northern Ireland in 1921, to last March, when Britain took over the province, and all security responsibilities.

local assembly urged

Both the Alliance and Labor parties supported a move for a local assembly—with wide powers to the Catholic minority—and all police and security firmly controlled by the London Government and out of the hands of Ulster Protestants.

The three parties, however, confirmed that Northern Ireland should remain linked with Britain. It was generally agreed that the delicate question of unification with the Irish Republic to the South was ruled out until the Protestant majority in the north agrees to such a move. This is impossible since the present majority in the north, with two thirds of the population being swallowed up by the Irish Republic, where 96 per cent of the population is Roman Catholic.

Through today's conferences, it was the absence of the Social Democratic and Labor party that plainly annoyed the delegates as well as British officials.

The boycott by the two-party, powerful force in the Roman Catholic districts of Northern Ireland was an especially sharp blow to the British Government, who are holding the talks in the hope of working out some formula between Catholic and Protestant politicians.

The party, which is the main opposition group, has refused to take part in political discussions as long as 24 suspected terrorists remain the Longkesh internment camp.

legal tribunals condemned

The Social Democratic and Labor party is joined in the boycott by two smaller opposition groups, the Republican Labor Party and the Nationalist Party. These three parties, representing the Catholic political grouping, have condemned Britain's decision last week to create special legal tribunals to deal with suspected terrorists as a replacement for the special judicial procedure of internment men without trial.

The fourth group boycotting the militant Protestant Democratic Unionist party. It is angered at Britain's refusal to order an official inquiry into the killing of two Protestants by British soldiers during a recent Belfast riot.

Whitelaw wanted the talks held outside London and Belfast for security reasons and, in what his advisers termed, "an atmosphere of calm." Whitelaw has made clear that the dissidents are merely advisory. "It is the government's intentions, when we have heard the views of the delegates at the conference, to draft firm proposals for the future," he said.

Poll finds Nixon's war stand popular

by Frank Lynn

(C) 1972 New York Times

New York, Sept. 25 — The Vietnam War, which was supposed to be Sen. George McGovern's strong suit politically, is actually working to the advantage of President Nixon in the three states. Nixon, where much of the antibusiness movement has been expressed, went into a voter survey released today.

The survey, the President's rule in the war is a major reason for his massive 33 per cent lead over McGovern in the second phase of a tristate survey conducted for the New York Times by Daniel Yankelovich, Inc.

The findings on the war as an issue in turn pointed up the fact that foreign policy generally is the President's strong suit. Typically, for example, in the tristate area those who are supporting McGovern by a 56-44 per cent tally still felt that Nixon can deal more effectively with Russia and China and would treat Israel more fairly than his opponent.

The survey showed Nixon leading in each of the three states in the following tablles:

New York, 57-36 per cent, a margin of 21 percentage points, 14 more than in the first phase in midsummer.

New Jersey, 56-27 per cent a spread of 34 points, compared to 30 New Jersey, 56-27 per cent was a spread of 34 points for Nixon.

Connecticut, 59-26 per cent, a 33 per cent margin, the same as the overall spread of 33 percent in the states with two thirds of the electoral vote.

Four years ago, when lost New York and Connecticut and barely won New Jersey.

If the survey results are reflected in the Nov. 7 election returns, the President would win all three states by a landslide comparable to the victories of President Johnson in 1964 and President Eisenhower in 1956.

The role of the Vietnam issue in the President's strong showing in the survey is evident.

Nixon, who has been attacked repeatedly by McGovern for failing to end the war, was chosen by half of those surveyed as the real peace candidate. Only a third felt that McGovern, who has probably been the leading spokesman for the antiwar cause for the last four years, was the peace candidate. The remainder were not sure.

The specific question was: "Generally, who would you say is the real peace candidate - McGovern or Nixon?"

Nearly two thirds of the tristate residents surveyed felt that the President was doing everything he could to end the war, although even more predicted that the war would not be over before the elections, 50 per cent of those surveyed with two thirds of the electoral vote.

Four years ago, when lost New Jersey and Connecticut and barely won New Jersey.

Vietnam clearly outranked the next important issue, the economy, which was cited by about a third of those polled.

Other issues that have dominated recent state and local elections, such as law and order, taxes, drugs, racial problems and welfare touched for behind, at about 15 per cent or less.

The tristate Polling was virtually identical to a 16-state survey of The New York Times.

About two thirds of the voters in the tristate area consider themselves conservative and moderate and even more consider Nixon conservative or moderate.

In contrast, McGovern is rated liberal or radical by more than half those surveyed in the three states.
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New student SLC members emphasize issues

by Jerry Bradley
Observer Staff Reporter

Newly elected Student Life Council representatives Anthony Abowd, Frank Devine, and Fred Giuffrida emphasized that coresidential dormitories are the prime issue that the SLC should consider this year.

All three also noted that the SLC could be a powerful body once it is redefined.

Anthony Abowd

Abowd, representative from District 4, believes the biggest problem that the SLC faced last year was that the body's recommendations did not carry enough weight. He feels that if this year's SLC does its homework and presents the Administration with well conceived and developed recommendations "something concrete can get done."

He feels that over the year there has been a tremendous change in the Administration's receptiveness to student issues. He noted in the past the Administration was solving problems after they became a crisis. This year he'd like to see the SLC, "handle issues before they become crises."

Abowd sees the most pressing issue as being the coresidential debate. He feels the SLC must research into the problem of coresidential dorms and offer the Administration valuable solutions to all the implications.

Finally Abowd believes that if the SLC were to fail this year the format should be scratched and a new body set up.

Fred Giuffrida

District 6 representative Fred Giuffrida sees the SLC as presently being defined very loosely. He believes that the SLC must "define its role in the university structure." He added that the SLC has the potential to take on anything.

Giuffrida agrees with Abowd that for the body to become well respected, it's members must do their job and present the Administration with responsible recommendations. He also sees the main issue this year as being the coresidential question. Like Abowd, he feels that only when the SLC comes up with something concrete are the students going to respect the SLC as a legislative force.

Frank Devine

Devine, elected from District 5, feels that this is the year when the SLC must take the initiative in dealing with the campus issues. He feels that the Administration would like to see the SLC take on more issues. He pointed out that the Provost office ends up handling the issues because of the vacuum created by no one else willing to take them on. He sees the SLC as the body to relieve the Administration of many of the issues.

Devine also believes that the SLC has got to stop thinking about legislating and get down to "the nuts and bolts things." First and foremost again is the coresidential issue.

Devine feels that the SLC must present the Administration with reasonable accurate surveys. He thinks that he won't see coresidential living in this, his last year at the University, but that the SLC is obliged to lay the groundwork for later years.

He is not satisfied with the university's continued plans for continuation. He feels that the SLC must expand Notre Dame's commitment to coeducation. All three representatives see the need for the SLC to redefine itself. They believe that the SLC must take on more student issues with the biggest issue being the coresidential question. Finally, all three believe that this is the year the SLC must prove itself to the Administration and the students.

UNDERSEA WORLD OF ATLANTIS

To all halls, clubs, and organizations:

If your group is interested in constructing a booth for Mardi Gras next semester, please contact Craig Wernig at 3258 by Saturday, October 7. This deadline is necessary in order to facilitate floor space allocations and other preliminary operations.

The Architecture Department has indicated its desire to assist organizations in their booth designs as part of their academic program. If your group wants this service please call Ken Knevel at 8798 by October 7 also. We think that the service would be an invaluable aid to your group.

This year's theme is "Undersea World of Atlantis." For further information contact Craig Wernig.

MARDI GRAS '73
Kezele, Cavanaugh, Hunt desire effective SLC

by Richard Toland
Observer Staff Reporter

Newly elected SLC student representatives Floyd Kezele, Matt Cavanaugh and Jim Hunt are in harmony in their hopes for the present role of the Student Life Council as an organ operating within the university framework. All three want the SLC to redefine and expand its responsibilities and powers.

Floyd Kezele, the only one of the three returning to the SLC after previous membership has many questions he wants answered. He feels that the administration's veto power was an insurmountable problem when good ideas were being considered. They all felt that much time and work would be necessary to research ideas into realistic proposals.

Matt Cavanaugh, elected to the Second District, suggested that the present role of the SLC be investigated. His statement arose from discussing the possible campaign to set the drinking age by setting campus policy before the legislation would be enacted. "This would be done," said Kezele, "on an "if and when" basis."

Kezele also hopes to expand the considerations of the SLC to include certain business affairs. He envisions a shopping mall on campus run by outside firms operated in harmony with prearranged university policies. He called the bookstore a "monopoly on campus that should be investigated." His statement arose from discussing the administration's order for the Crypt, a record store on campus, to relocate.

All three agree that to achieve effectiveness the support of the student body is imperative. Jim Hunt, District 3, pointed to the alteration of this semester's calendar as the clearest example of what the SLC is capable of when it has student support. Saying that "numbers talk" he insisted that "once the students become insistent 33 & 34 are least considered by the university administration, although they were distrustful of abrupt change in present university policy.

None of the three felt that the administration's veto power was an insurmountable problem when good ideas were being considered. They all felt that much time and work would be necessary to research ideas into realistic proposals.

Matt Cavanaugh, elected to the Second District, suggested that the ideal manner of pursuing the student body's will would be a combined effort of the SLC and the Hall President's Council. "The HPC is better equipped to deal with the issue since it is more closely involved with the questions that have to be raised."

All three of the members appeared optimistic toward what the SLC is capable of achieving. They think of the council as a well rounded body able to probe into the problems of student life. They also agree that the alumni are quite powerful and consider them generally conservative toward student life.

Cavanaugh: combine efforts of HPC and SLC toward residential housing
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HI FI SHOW

Tuesday, September 26th 10am to 10pm

At the Rathskellar
In the Student Center

See the newest in four channel equipment

Bring your own records and tapes

FREE TO ND/SMC STUDENTS
Sponsored by Pioneer Electronics

ST. JOSEPH COUNTY CITIZENS FOR McGOVERN

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND:

Time: 8:00 p.m.
Date: Tuesday (every week)
Where: 301 North Michigan
(Old South Shore Station)
We invited a few friends for dinner and they helped clean up the Genesee River.

With the aid of a few thousand pounds of microorganisms, we're helping to solve the water pollution problem in Rochester. Maybe the solution can help others.

What we did was to combine two processes in a way that gives us one of the most efficient water-purifying systems private industry has ever developed.

One process is called "activated sludge," developed by man to accelerate nature's microorganism adsorption. What this means is that for the majority of wastes man can produce, there is an organism waiting somewhere that will happily assimilate it and thrive on it.

The breakthrough came when Kodak scientists found a way to combine the activated sludge process with a trickling filter process and optimized the combination.

We tested our system in a pilot plant for five years. (At Kodak, we were working on environmental improvement long before it made headlines.) And the pilot project worked so well, we built a ten-million-dollar plant that can purify 36 million gallons of water a day.

Governor Rockefeller called this "the biggest voluntary project undertaken by private industry in support of New York State's pure-water program."

Why did we do it? Partly because we're in business to make a profit—and clean water is vital to our business. But in furthering our own needs, we have helped further society's. And our business depends on society.

We hope our efforts to cope with water pollution will inspire others to do the same. And, we'd be happy to share our water purifying information with them. We all need clean water. So we all have to work together.

Kodak
More than a business.
Gorch skeptical of changes

"Students couldn't be responsible for their safety. Security for a place like this is far different from that necessary for a resident hall. We're a natural magnet for drugs and frills."

He notes that LaFortune has troubles now with "undesirables". If they bother us before midnight, they certainly would be here with greater frequency after," says Bro. Gorch.

To meet this threat, he believes, students would be incapable of providing necessary force and authority and would have no power to arrest or threaten the mauraders. "They'd be scared, wouldn't be able to do anything," says Bro. Gorch.

Expenses is the common denominator underlying all of what Bro. Gorch sees as im­

"They'll not see a single school which student center remained open must after midnight," says Bro. Gorch. "I wonder just how many bad experiences with student people government in the past.

Sure, it's very possible that they could help eliminate the theft, the costs," says Bro. Gorch. "but they won't. I never have had any cooperation from them. They might keep the organization tight on a week, but after that let them do what they couldn't depend on them."

And Bro. Gorch's general disquiet does not come from matters of cost, salaries and lack of student democracy cooperation, but from his belief that the world is succ­um­

"Innovations" orchestra of the

NAT. TEACHER EXAM HELD HERE NOV. 11

The University of Notre Dame has been selected as one of the nationwide sites for the National Teacher Examinations on November 11. The tests are prepared and administered by Educational Testing Service of Princeton, N.J., and are being supervised by Dr. Peter P. Grande, assistant dean of the Freshman Year of Studies at Notre Dame.

Almost 130,000 candidates for teaching positions took the examinations last year which are designed to assess cognitive knowledge and understanding in professional education, general knowledge and subject-field specialization.

Rules of information describing registration procedures and containing registration forms will be mailed to candidates in Grande at Notre Dame or by Educational Testing Service, Box 911, Princeton, N.J. 08540.

NOTICES

The Pin Club is sponsoring a trip to the PITTSBURGH PIRATES - CINCINNATI REDS PLAYOFFS on Saturday, October 7. All members interested in going should meet at or near the Ball Park, 7:30 p.m. or call 232-7845.

STUDENT DRUG INFORMATION CENTER has been reopened. Come in Friday, 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. by any drug counseling or crisis intervention center.

Those who have a chance for four years and could not produce projects cannot be given a chance. Richard Nixon, Oct. 7, 1968 Santa Monica, Calif.


Everyone's got to destroy the good things these days," says the manager. "They've got to destroy everything, beautiful, everything dear."

He is not optimistic about guarding his building against the masses who, he believes, subscribe to this policy.

In the end, as Bro. Gorch will readily admit, it is not he who would make the decision whether or not to open LaFortune for the full 24-hour period; that is the privilege of the Administration. And, if there is a decision to open LaFortune on a full-day basis, Bro. Gorch does not believe he'll be the one to oversee its nighttime operation.

(Part II tomorrow—Interview with Arthur Pears on a 24-hour Student Center.)

King Kersten Speaks on torn of WON

TEXAS MEMORIAL MUSEUM

Open Saturdays, Sundays, and Holidays. Free admission.

The Museum is open from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on weekdays.

The Museum is located at 1120 East 21st Street, Austin, Texas.
The Notre Dame rugby team unleashed a powerful offense and a stingy defense last Saturday as it rolled over the Kalamazoo-Western Michigan Rugby Club by a score of 32-6. The win was the fifth of the season for the ruggers, and all of the victories have come on the road.

The Irish drew first blood early in the game when Herb Giorgio scored a try on a fine individual effort to give ND a 4-0 lead. Kalamazoo fought back with two of their own and with a successful conversion tied it 4-4.

But the Irish were not to be denied and they came back as Greg Hill scored his second try on an assist from John Greiving. Joe DeFlorio added another try for Notre Dame when he bullied his way into the end zone from five yards out to give the Irish a 12-4 halftime lead.

It wasn't until the second half the Irish ruggers really got untracked. Early in the third period, after a series of hard hits by the Irish scrum, Ed O'Connell fell on a loose ball in the end zone to up ND's lead to 16-4. Dan Lee then added a pair of tries and O'Connell, who had misjudged on the earlier conversion attempts, booted successfully after each of Lee's tries to further pad the Irish margin.

Henry Clarke rounded out the scoring on a long breakaway run to give Notre Dame the final 24-4 score.

Once again as the second half explosion indicated the Notre Dame's supurb conditioning paid off. Captain Joe Hafner feels that there isn't a team that can run with the Irish for forty-minute halves, and the last two games have supported his belief.

The emergence of a fine kicking game on the part of the Irish backs was also a factor, as ND kept Kalamazoo in a hole most of the afternoon.

In the "B" game, the Irish ruggers turned in an awesome display of power as they overwhelmed their opponents, 64-11. Scrumhalf Ed Fishburn led the way for ND by scoring three tries. Jerry Ruane added two more scores—one a long run in which he broke numerous tackles.

The Irish tallied another breakaway score when Dave Simpson rambled 30 yards for a try. Bill Seibert and Mark Fredette also scored tries for Notre Dame, and John McIntyre contributed 12 points on six conversions. The win hiked the Irish "B" team's record to 2-4.

Notre Dame plays its home opener against John Carroll University this weekend behind Stepan Center. The exact time of the game will be announced later.

I-H exchanges

Exchanges on Interhall Football equipment can be made Wednesday, September 7th from 6 to 7 p.m. at Gate 11 at the stadium. This will be the last date for any equipment exchanges.

Irish booters win, 4-1

An improved Fighting Irish soccer club took on the University of Cincinnati Saturday afternoon behind Stepan Center, and defeated the Bearcat booters 4-1. After taking a half time lead of 2-1, the Irish were not seriously challenged, as a tough defense combined with scoring goals accounted for the Notre Dame margin.

Arno Zoski, the new Irish soccer coach, has installed a brand-new approach to soccer which stresses versatility. Instead of each player specializing at one system, the Zoski system attempts to field players capable of playing any position. The team's concept also downplays individual scoring, favoring instead the team effort involved in setting up goals.

Coach Zoski attributed last week's win to a variety of factors, including a balanced team effort, physical conditioning, a tight defense which produced key breakaways, and forcing the Cincinnati squad to play Notre Dame's way of the game. Once the Irish had established their style of play, they were not seriously challenged.

Despite Notre Dame's four-game winning streak, Arno Zoski described the Cincinnati game as a defensive one, and promised that his Irish would be moving toward a more offensive type of game.